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Beam “Requirements” 

hadronic showers are mostly contained in the same drift volume. The nominal plan is to1133

have the beam enter the cryostat slightly downward at an angle of about 6 degrees. This1134

angle will roughly match the angle at which the neutrino beam enters the liquid argon1135

cryostat at the far detector for the DUNE experiment. Along the horizontal plane, the1136

beam should enter the cryostat with an angle of about 10 degrees to avoid pointing the1137

beam perpendicular to the electron drift in the TPC. We also plan to take some data1138

with the beam entering a different region of the TPC, and may include some data with1139

particles crossing one drift volume to the next. The summary of the beam requirements1140

are shown in Table 7.1141

Parameter Requirements
Particle Types e±, µ±, ⇡±,K,p

Momentum Range 0.2 - 10 GeV/c
Momentum Spread �p/p <5 %

(limited by the aperture of the magnets)
Transverse Beam Size RMS(x,y) ⇡ 10 cm

(At the entrance face of the LAr cryostat)
Beam Divergence tbd

Beam Angle ⇡10�
(horizontal plane) (w.r.t. the long axis of the cryostat)
Beam Dip Angle ⇡6� (downward from horizontal)
(vertical plane)

Beam Entrance Position Multiple beam windows
Rates 200 Hz (maximum)

Table 7: Particle beam requirements.

6.2 EHN1 H4ext Beamline and Beam Instrumentation1142

The H4ext is an extension of the existing H4 beamline in Experimental Hall North 11143

(EHN1). To produce particles in the momentum range of interest, a 60-80 GeV/c pion1144

beam from the T2 target is used to generate tertiary beams. The tertiary particles are1145

momentum and charge-selected and transported down H4ext beamline to the experi-1146

mental area. A conceptual layout of the H4ext beamline is shown in Figure 22. The top1147

plot in Figure 22 is the bird’s eye view and the bottom plot is the side view of the beam1148

line layout.1149

Beam instrumentation provides important information about the characteristics of1150

the beam. It is expected that a series of detectors will be installed along the beam line to1151

measure the particle momentum, identify particle type, and track the particle trajectory.1152

6.2.1 Beam Position Detector1153

The beam position detector measures the positions of the particle as it traverses the1154

detector. Two detector technologies are under considerations: wire chambers and scin-1155

tillating fiber trackers. For the nominal setup, one beam position detector is installed1156

upstream and another one downstream of the last bending magnet. This pair provides1157

44

•  Current beam line design caps the max momentum to 7 GeV/c   
to maximize rate at the lower momentum range 

•  Beam optics allow momentum as low as 0.2 GeV/c, but we are  
likely to start at 0.4 GeV/c 



EHN1 Extension - Beam layout 
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H4-VLE beam to protoDUNE 
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protoDUNE LAr Cryostat 

Beam Windows 

•  Proposing three windows: 
 - One for each drift volume 
 - One mid-plane crosser 

 
•  Waiting for cryostat/TPC design to     

finalize to determine the final placeme
nt of the windows 

Tim Loew

•  Three window design 
     options 
•  Different performance, 
     cost, and risks 
•  Thermal/structural FEA 
     study is ongoing 

Three Window Designs 



GEANT4 Model Matt Kramer (UC. Berkeley)

•  Matt imported Tim’s CAD model into GEANT4
•  Converted some tessellated geometry into native G4 solids
•  Study the physics performance of each window design options
•  Will incorporate the window into Tyler and Martin’s TPC model
•  Plan to present the physics results in Donna and Jarek’s 
    subgroup meeting soon


